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I. INTRODUC'fION 

Lifecycle earnings are determined by factors that govern the experience 

·.productivity pro.file, factors that alter the spot market relationship between·· 

compensation and productivity, and compensating differentials· that reduce 

earnings relative to total compensation. Early papers by Becker .• Mincer, and 

others provided a human capital explanation for observed patterns of earn-

ings. Generally, these papers ignored other forms of compensation and assumed 

that earnings were equal to productivity at .each point in time ·net of any 

further investment in human capital. The exception to this latter assumption 

is the case of investment in firm-specific human capital that is financed 

jointly by the worker and firm. 

these models predict nonlinear earnings profiles that rise relatively .. · 

rapidly early in life, peak, and then decline in the final working years. 

Workers.with similar initial endo'wments and similar patterns of investment are. 

predicted to have similar earnings throughout their worklives. Earnings are 

equal to productivity if all skills represent general humancapital. Workers 

with some firm-financed specific human capital are paid less than their 

productivity; however, this wage may exceed wage offers from other firms. In 

these models .• there are no incentives for firms to lay off older workers or to 

reduce their wages dramatically except as productivity declines.· In addition, 

firms may attempt.to reduce turnover rates and·related training costs by 

sharing with workers some of the returns to specific training. 

Over the past two decades, these human capital models have been estimated 

using numerous data sets and alternative statistical techniques. For the most 

part:, they explain observed earnings profiles well and today human capital 

theory forms the backbone of labor compensation theory. 

·l 
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The use of implicit contracts by firms to modify worker behavior has 

been suggested as.another determinant of lifetime earnings. Lazear (1979, 

.1981) and others have. argued that the existence of monitoring costs will 

preclude the instantaneous review of workers output. If the rate of pay is 

established at the beginning of a contract period and workers are evaluated 

only at discrete intervals, then workers will have an incentive .to cheat on 

the firm by shirking and performing at less than the agreed upon level of 

effort. To reduce worker malfeasance, firms offer lifetime compensation 

structures that pay workers less than their productivity earlier in their 

careers and then overpay them in the final working years. Such contracts must 

have an end point at which time the present value of lifetime compensation 

equals the present value of lifetime productivity. 

· These contracts are said to occur in firms that adopt mandatory retire

ment policies where the age of mandatory retirement is the terminal point of 

the contract. At this age, workers are being paid more than their produc-

. tivity and the firm has a strong incentive to force the worker to leave the 

firm. Lazear also argues that pension coverage indicates the 'existence of a 

lifetime contract, .with the age of normal retirement being the end of the 

contract. These models predict that workers covered by mandatory retirement 

and/or.a pension will have earnings growing more rapidly than productivity 

throughout their worklives. Because of the lack of data on lifetime earnings, 

these models rarely have been estimated. Therefore, the predictions from 

these models await further confirmation. 

Typically, studies adopting the contracting model use pensions only as a 

residual form of compensation to equate the value of lifetime compensation to 

the value of total lifetime productivity. Rarely is the specific link between 
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earnings and the pension benefit formula formally modelled. As a result, the 

true relationships among productivity, earnings and pensions is not con-

. sidered. l 

In this paper, we use data from the Retirement History Study (RHS) and 

the accompanying Summary Earnings Histories as well as the National Lon-

gitudinal Survey of Mature Males (NLS) to estimate growth rates of earnings 

for respondents during their final two decades ofworklife. We will be able 

to test directly the predictions of the lifetime contracting models by 

comparing the growth rates of earnings of those persons covered by mandatory 

retirement and pensions to the growth rates of those persons not participating 

in such contracts. The empirical specification.will also enable us to 

distinguish between two theories concerning the evaluation of the accrual of 

pension benefits. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section II, a theoretical 

model of lifetime earnings allowing for the existence of employment contracts 

is described. Pensions as a form of compensation are described in Section 

III. Two methods of evaluating pension accruals are examined along with their 

implications·for earnings growth. Pension compensation is explicitly intro-

duced into a contracting model in Section IV. In Section V, we develop an 

empirical specification.based on the theoretical model that allows a direct 

test of the contracting model and the competing theories concerning the 

evaluation of pension accruals. 

lExceptions to this criticism .9.re papers by Burkhauser and Quinn (1983) 
and Lazear (1983). 
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II. CONTRACTING MODELS AND THE GROWTH OF EARNINGS 

The fundamental principal of wage theory in a competitive market is that 

workers are compensated in accordance with their value to the firm as measured 

by their marginal product. In a riskless world without information costs, the 

compensation per period should equal the marginal product (MP) of the worker. 

In a lifecycle context, the worker is viewed as entering the labor market with 

a specific level of productivity MP(O). This MP(O) is determined by the 

existing quantity of human capital at time zero and may be augmented over time 

by new investments. The rate of new investment is expected to be relatively 

large early in life, then decline as the worker ages, and perhaps stop some 

time prior to retirement. Of course, skills may depreciate with time and if 

the rate of depreciation exceeds the rate of new investment, productivity and 

earnings will decline. 

The human capital model predicts that earnings are relatively low early 

in life, rise throughout most of a person's worklife, and then level off 

during the final working years. These predictions concerning the lifetime 

earnings profile conform to the observed pattern of earnings and yield 

important implications for public policy relative to reducing poverty and 

race/sex differences in earnings. 

Contracting.models offer a different rationale for the observed increase 

in earnings with increases in labor market experience. An example of the 

structure of these models is to assume that the worker enters the labor market 

with productivity of MP(O) and does nothing to augment this stock throughout 

his worklife so that productivity at retirement is also MP(O). Furthermore, 



· ... this level of productivity can. only be achieved if the worker exerts a high• 

level of effort which implies a greater disutility from working than if the 

w:orker supplies a low level of effort. However, a low level of effort yields 

a realized productivity of MP(O)*; MP(O) >MP(O)*. 

5 

:i:n a spot.market.where contracting and payment occurs at the beginning 

of the period but effort is observed only at the end of the period, firms will 

only agree to pay at the low effort level of productivity. Consider the 

alternative: a firm contracts for a high level of effort and sets W - MP(O). 

The worker accepts the contracts and then cheats on the firm by supplying a 

low level of effort, MP(O)*. At the end of the period, the worker is found to 

have failed to meet the .terms of the contract and is not rehired. Upon 

termination the worker sells his services to another firm that because of his 

reputation will contract with him only at the low level of effort rate. In · 

this example, the worker always has an incentive to cheat and if he.cheats,· 

the firm always loses. Thus, ·if contracts are limited to a single periOd, 

compemiation will be set at the low level of effort, W -= MP(O)*. 

The data on observed job tenure indicates that many workers remain with 

a single employer for several years (Hall, 1982). The theory of implicit con~ 

tracts attempts to explain this quasi-permanent relationship by arguing that· 

workers and firms enter into implicit contracts that benefit both parties. 

The primary objectivies of these contracts are to limit employee turnover arid 

to motivate workers to proquce a greater level of output. To encourage the 

worker.not to cheat or.shirk on the job, he is paid less than MP(O) during 

early working years on the promise that compensation will exceed MP(0) in 

later years. For the promise to be meaningful, the worker must be protected 

from future wage reductions and layoffs or.compensated for these risks. 
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These relationships between earnings and productivity are shown in 

Figure 1. Initial productivity (MPO), which can be achieved only with a high 

level of worker effort, is shown by the line AB. Productivity that is 

achieved with a low level of effort (MPO*) is shown by the line CD. Without 

contracting, workers will be paid W = MPO* in each period. With contracting, 

workers are paid according to the profile shown in EF. The result is that 

workers are paid less than their productivity in the early working years on 

the promise that if they provide a high level of effort they will be retained 

and paid in excess of their productivity in the final working years. The 

present value of EF must equal the present value of AB, which, of course, 

exceeds the present value of CD, or 

where R - retirement age and r = interest rate. Generalizing this model to 

allow for productivity growth yields 

Jl\iP(O)eCg'-r)tdt = J~(O)e(g-r)tdt (2) 
0 0 ' 

, 
where g = growth rate of productivity and g = growth rate of earnings. The 

worker accepts the contract if the utility of the higher present value of 

earnings based on high effort exceeds the disutility from providing high 
! 

rather than low effort. 

Since workers receive compensation in excess of MP(O) in later working 

years, there must be a terminal point for the contract. This could be the 

normal retirement age for the pension plan or the age of mandatory retire-

ment. Firms do not arbitrarily renege on the contract because they wish to 

continue to make such contracts with younger workers. If a firm underpaid 

young workers and then did not honor the implied terms of the contract, future 
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cohorts of new workers would not accept the co.ntract offer. 

_The contracting model predicts that earnings rise more rapidly than 

productivity over time, g > g'. Empirically, this can be tested by estimating 

the rate of growth of earnings as a function_ of coverage by such a contract. 

If coverage by a pension plan or mandatory retirement provisions is used as a 

proxy for an implicit contract, then we can estimate the growth rate of 

earnings as a function of whether the worker is covered by one of these 

contracts.2 The contracting model also predicts that if the worker seeks to 

contin:ue on the job past the termination.of the contract, the firm will offer 

a wage that is substarttially below the last wage prior to the end of the con

tract. If the worker is willing to accept a decline in earnings, the firm 

should be willing to retain him. 

IV. PENSIONS AND THE GROWTH OF EARNINGS 

The preceding discussion concentrated on the relationship between 

productivity and earnings as if the only form of compensation were cash 

earrii~gs. Pensions have been included as part of compensation in some con-

tracting models. For the most part, these papers have used pensions as a 
. . . 

jresidual payment in the years following retirement. The pension payment is 

merely the repayment of the bond that the worker posted earlier in life, which 

·is equal to the difference in the present value of lifetime productivity and 

·earnings, 

. 2Lazear (1979) reverses this relationship and estimates coverage by a 
pension or mandatory retirement as a function.of the difference between' actual 
and predicted wage growth wh.ere the wage variable is based on retrospective 
data and the initial wage is not related to the c:urrent job but the worker's 
firii job. · · 
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J~P(O)e(g'-r)tdt -
0 . 

J~(O)e(g-r)tdt. (3) 

These models have tended to ignore the direct link thtough pension benefit 

formulas between earnings and future pension benefits. In this section, we 

describe the actual relationship between pensions and\earnings and examine tw6 

competing theories for the evaluation of pension wealth. The concept of 

pension compensation is introduced and integrated into the contracting model. 

The result of this extension of the contracting model yields a series of 

testable hypotheses concerning the earnings profile. 

A worker covered by a pension plan is exchanging his labor for current 

earnings and the promise of future income in the form of pension benefits. 

The value of future pension benefits depends on the implied nature of the 

labor contract, survival probabilities, .and government regulations. Two 

methods of calculating the pension wealth of a worker have been proposed: the 

legal method and the projected earnings method. The legal method determines 

the benefit that a worker is legally entitled to receive based on current 

earnings and pension characteristics. A clear discussion of this method is 

found.in Bulow (1982). The projected earnings method assumes a form of 

implicit contracting in which the worker expects to continue to be employed 

with the same firm until retirement. For a detailed development of this 

model, see Ippolito. (1985). Once pension wealth is determined at some point 

in time, these methods are then used to calculate the change in pension wealth 

with continued work or pension compensation. They both assume that pension 

compensation plus earnings equal productivity in each period. 

Using the legal method, the value of pension compensation is determined 

by assuming that the labor contract is valid for a single period. Of course, 

the contract may be renewed, but the worker acts as if he will be terminated 
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at the end of each period. Therefore·; he is willing to pay only for those 

. pension benefits that the firm is legally required to pay should the worker 

lea.ve the firm at the end of the contract period.3 'to illustrate the implica"' 

tions for earnings profiles, a brief discription of this model is required. 

First, assume that a worker is .covered by an earnings-based defined benefit 

formula 

B(t) = aSY, (4) 

where B(t) ""' benefit at retirement, assumed to remain fixed until death, a is 

a generosity factor, S is a salary average based on last year's earnings, and 

Y is years of service. Using the legal method, the worker cal,culates retire-

ment benefits ba.sed on earnings to date and current years of service. If 

fully vested, this .is the benefit to which he is legally entitled if he leaves 

the 'current job. The present value of this benefit is 

V(A) = B(t)•H(A), (5) 

where H(A) is the expected value of a life annuity of one dollar per year 

beginning at age R discounted to age A. Substituting for B yields 

V(A) = aW'(O)egtY•H(A). (6) 

Prior to the age of eligibility, pension compensation is the change in V due 

to·an additional year of work which is 

• or 

= [aW'(O)egt + agW'(O)egt•Y]H(A). (7) 

Equation 7 shows thatpension compensc:i.tion is a function of an additional yea.r 

of credited service and the growth rate of earnings. After the age of 

3The justification of this model and the related mathematics can be found 
in Bulow (1982); Clark and McDermed (1986) and Kotlikoff and Wise (1985)~ 
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eligibility, the worker must give up burreritbenefits.to continue working,. so 

.. that· 

V ·= B H(A) - B . . y . y . ·. 

Therefore, pensio~ compensation will drop sharply wqen the worker becomes 

eligible to begin receiving benefits. Only Clatkand·McDermed (1986) have 

explicitly considered the post-eligibility earnings response using this model; .· 
· .. ' ·. . . " ·. ·. . .. . . . · .. 

howeve.r. · , the wage increase is a clear implication of the modef developed by ·. ·. 
r 

BuloW- (1982) . · 

· Even. though the. model assumes that .. total. compensation grows at the same 

rate as productivity, earnings .will grow more slowly than productivity. This 
. . 

is.due to the rapid growth in the proportion of total compensation that goes· 

to pension compensation as theworker.ages. 4 As shown in Figure 2, prior to 
. . . . 

the'riormal retireme~t age (R), pens:l,on compensation(MP-W) increases with age 

more rapidly than.earnings or productivity. After R; pension compensation 

drops sharply and may become negative. 'With the spot market assfunption, this 
. . ... . . . 

requires that earnings increase sharply and exceedproductivity if empioyment 

coritiilues after the.normal retiremen; age (Clark and Mcl)ermed, 1986). Thus, 

.this. m!ldel can be tested by comparing growth rates of earnings :for persons 

coyered by a pension plan with those of persons not covered. The expectation 
. . 

.is th~t pension participants will have Slower earnings growth. 

The projected earnings method is ari alternative way of calculating 

perisJon wealth and pension compensation. The methodology as$umes that the 

worker and his employer enter into .a: long-run implicit contra~t. One aspect 

of this contract.· is the promise. of a larger pension benefit if the workel;' 

stays with·. the f:f;:rm than if. he•. qui ts prior to the predetermined retirement 

4rhis is demort$trated in Kotlikoff and 'Wise (1985). 

-:·> 

/ .,\ 

. ; 
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age. If the worker thinks that the probability of quitting or being laid off 

is very low, thenhe may be willing to exchange current earnings for the 

prospect of receiving the larger stay pension. In many plans, the benefit 

received at retirement after a career completed with the same firm is based 

on the final earnings prior to retirement. Thus, the projected earnings 

method assumes that the worker anticipates a full career with this firm and 

bases his wealth calculation on his expected pension benefits conditional on 

his staying with the firm (Pesando, 1985, and Ippolito, 1985). 

In thiS model, the pension benefit is viewed as being based on expected 

final earnings rather than current earnings, 

B(t) = oW(O)egR.y, (8) 

arid pension compensation is 

(9) 

Comparing equation 9 to pension compensation using the legal method (equation . 

7), it can be shown that when years of service are small the projected 

earnings calculation yields a larger value for pension compensation;.however, 

.late in a person's worklife the opposite will be true. 

Relative to, the legal method, the worker pays more for pension coverage 

early in life and less in the final working years. As a result, earnings 

growth will be greater with the projected earnings method. Ippolito (1985) 

shows that when nominal wage growth equals the nominal interest rate, earnings 

will. grow at the same rate as productivity. In this case, the worker receives 

a constant. proportion of total compensation in the form of pension compensa

tion .. Although Ippolito does not consider post-eligibility employment, the 

projected earnings method also will imply a wage increase, This follows from 

the ending of the implicit contract and the requirement that the wage be 



· equated to productivity in each period. This pattern of compensation growth 

h iliustrated in Figure 3. · 

IV. PENSIONS· AND EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS 

12 

If pension coverage is assumed to imply a long-run labor contraC;:t, then 

pension compensation can be explicitly modelled in a contracting model that 
. . . 

seeks to discourage employees from providing a low level of effort or quitting 

prematurely. This yields a series of interesting implications with testable 

h)1potheses. This type of compensation profile and its two components, 

earnings and pension compensation, are examined in this section. 

The legal meth.od of evaluating pension wealth attributes to the worker 

only those benefits the firm is legally required to pay at retirement. 

CalcU:lati~g pension compensation using this method gives the annual increment 

t<Ypension wealth resulting from continued employment. This· is a commitment. 

the firm cannot easily violate and therefore cannot use as a threat to .prevent 

employee cheating. The contractingmodel must then require that total 

compensation (earnings plus pension-compensation) be less than productivity 

early in life but greater than productivity in the final working years. 

·. J'.'or any given tilt in the total compensation profile caused by the con

tract, pension compensation will grow more. rapidly than earnings. The exact 

relationships between earnings artd productivity in the final working years and 

the rate of growth of earnings compared to the rate of growth of productivity 

is indeterminant without first specifying the pension benefit formula and the 

degree of the tilt of the total compensation profile relative _to the produc

tivity profile. For example, Figure 4 illustrates a contract that tilts the 
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total compensation profile so that the worker is being paid in excess of his 

productivity in the final working years. Despite this tilt, earnings grow 

more slowly than productivity throughout the worklife. At the terminal point 

of the contract, total compensation excee.ds productivity but earnings are less 

than productivity. In most pension plans, the gain from continued work drops 

sharply at the normal retirement age. The result of this decline is that 

unless earnings are increased, total compensation may fall b~low productivity 

if the worker remains on the job. The point here is that when the pension 

plan is formally modelled, total compensation declines at the terminal point 

of the labor contract if the worker continues to work. Firms may be willing 

to provide a spot market wage for work after this point, but, to equate 

earnings and productivity, this may require a wage increase for the older 

worker. 

In summary, integrating pensions as a form of compensation into a con

tracting model and evaluating these benefits using the legal method alters the 

predictions concerning the earnings profile relative to lifetime produc

tivity. No longer are earnings necessarily expected to grow more rapidly than 

productivity prior to the normal retirement age and the wage a firm is willing 

to offer for work past the normal retirement does not have to fall relative to 

wages prior to this age. 

Evaluating pension benefits using the projected earnings method also 

alters the basic predictions of the contracting model concerning the path of 

earnings. The projected earnings method fits neatly into the implicit 

contract model since it is based on the concept of long-term job tenure. Each 

period the worker pays for a pension that he will receive conditional on his 

remaining with the firm and fulfilling the contract. This value exceeds the 
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pension he will receive if he leaves the firm. In essence, the worker is 

posting a bond in each period during his early working years. As the value of 

the bond grows, the costs of quiting or shirking and being fired rises. ·The 

absolute magnitude of the accumulated bond peaks sometime prior to the 

terminal point of the contract. The bond or the loss from leaving then 

declines and reaches zero at the age of normal retirement (Allen, Clark, and 

McDermed, 1988). 

If benefits are evaluated using the projected earnings method, the 

predictions about the relationship between total compensation and productivi'ty 

are the same as contracting models that ignore pensions. Since the worker 

pays fOr the projected benefit in the form of lower wages in each period, 

earnings plus.the pension benefit as derived by the projected earnings method 

equal productivity. The projected benefit or stay pension exceeds the leave 

pet'lsion; therefore in terms of the compensation the worker will receive if he 

quits or is fired, he is underpaid in the early working years but overpaid in 

the final years prior to the normal retirement age. Because of this relation

ship, there is no further need to tilt the compensation profile relative to 

th~ productivity profile. As noted above, Ippolito argues that the projected 

earnings method implies that earnings grow at the same rate as productivity. 

For work after· the normal retirement age, pension compensation drops and 

earnings must rise to maintain the assti.mption of total compensation equal to 

productivity. 

The use of the projected earnings method for calculating pension 

benefits in conjunction with a labor contract also alters the predictions of 

the contracting model concerning the relationship of earnings to produc-. 

tivity. This model predicts that earnings rise at the same rate as produc-
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· .. tivity throughout the worklife and must be increased for work after the normai 

'retirefiient a,ge . 

V. • EMPIRICAL• ANALYSIS OF. EARNINGS GROWTH 

.. . 

The preceding·. theoretical discussion of lifetime eatl1ings identified 

.. ·. se~eral ratiOnales for earnings growth and ~ach of these models. yields 

predictions concerning therate of growth of eartiing.s. Th~ primary predic-

tions are shown in the table below:. 

·Growth Rate 
0,f Earning 

· for Persons 
·Covered 
by Contract 
Relative to 
Uncovered 

Change in 
.Earnings 
at E:hd of 
Contract 

suinmary of Theoretical Predictions. 

Labor 
Contract: 
Pension not 
fo·rmally 
modeled 

greater. 

·fall 

·Pension Evalutated 
with Legal Method: 
Spot Market 

lower 

rise 

Pension 
Evaluated 
TAith Projected 
Earnings. Method 

rise 

Labor· 
Contract: 
Pension 
formally 
modeled, .. 

ambiguous 

ambiguous 

·· aThi.s predict;ic:in' i~ dependent on assumptions concerning the lifetime 
pattern of quits and layoffs, mortality rates, and the difference between wage. 
groW'tl:i and interest rates. ·. 

·.·: .... ; .. 

; .' : -~. 
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To.test these theories we begin with a standard human.capital earni..,.gs 

... mo.del . . 

·.~here Wit is the ith wdrker' s annual nominal earnings, Xi is a vector of 

observed productivity-related and job characteristics for the ith worker, Pt 

is the overall level of prices, and 'lit is a stochastic error term. We assume 

that Wit is lo~-linea:t with respect to Xi and Pt and that the logarithm of 

t'/it is normally distributed. Included in Xi are characteristics that· in-· 

fluence pension compensation .. The effect of these factors on the level of an 

individual worker's wage will vary with years of service. We also allow the 

··effect of the individua.l characteristics on the wage level to .vary with years 

of service. Given these assmnptions, the empirical specification for the 

earnings function is 

. (10). 

where Tit is the length of job tenure at time t and Uit=exp{t'/it>· The distur

bat:i,ce .in the earnings function for wo.rker i is specified to be 

where </Ji represerits _unobserved person-specific factors. The transitory 
. . 

· · component, Eit• is a$sumed to b~ correlated over time according to a first·· 

order autoregressive process. This leads to the following specification for 
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the error term 

€it PEi•t-1 + Uit• 

Uit - . 2 N(O,au), 

UiQ 
€i0 ------- and 

r~-- p2 

.The growth in nominal earnings from time period 0 to time period R for 

individual i is estimated by taking the difference between the logarithm of 

final earnings, WiR• and the logarithm of initial earnings, WiO· Asswning 

that the parameters of the model are constant and that years of service is the 

only X characteristic that changes between time period 0 and time period R, 

the wage change equation is 

(12) 

where vi = EiR - EiQ· The differencing removes the estimation bias arising 

from the unobserved individual fixed effects, <Pi• but if p is not zero, the 

error term is heteroskedastic. The varianct;! of Vi will be a function of the 

autocorrelation coefficient, p, and t.Ti, 

+ 
t.T-1 

I p2s ] .. 
s=O (13) 

Nonlinear least squares estimates of p obtained by regressing the squared 



residuals from (12) on D.T according to (13) are used to obtain individual 

specific estimates of the variance of Vi· These weights are then used to 

obtain weighted .least squares estimators for the parameters of {12). 

18 

This·specification allows us to test directly the theoretical predictions 

of the effect of pensions and mandatory retirement on earnings growth .. As 

shown in (12}, the rate of growth of nominal earnings depends on individual

specific characteristics that influence growth in productivity, pension 

characteristics that influence pension compensation, and the change in the 

overall price level. Samples of 'workers froni.the Retirement History Study and 

the National Longitudinal Survey of Mature Males are used to estimate the 

effects of these components on nominal earnings growth between 1953 and 1981. 

The RHS is a national sample of persons aged 58 to 63 in 1969. Inter

views were repeated in two-year intervals for ten years for those respondents 

who survived and could be located (Irelan, 1976). We use the 1969 through 

1975 waves of the survey as well as the accompanying social security earnings 

data for the years 1953 to 1974 to analyze the growth in nominal earnings 

during this period. In 1969, 45 percent of the over ll,000 respondents are 

full time male workers employed in occupations other than agriculture and 

private household services. Fifty-eight percent of these full time workers 

are covered by pensions. Since most pension plans require ten years of. 

service before benefits are fully guaranteed (U.S. Department of Labor, 1984), 

.. tho~e respondents with less than ten years of service are eliminated from the 

analysis. The analysis for this sample is based on the change in nominal 

earnings between the year a worker has ten years of service and the year of 

retirement, the year of pension eligibility, or 1974. Earnings are reported 

social security earnings form the RHS social security earnings record. 
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~arrtings for workers who reach the i;;ocial security earnings maximum are 

~stl.mated using the method developed by Fox (1982). The earliest social 

'. 
security earnings record used is 1953. Therefore, for workers who completed 

19 

tert y~ars of service prior to 1953, the .first observed earnings corresponds to 

years of service in 1953. 

·The National Longitudinal Survey of Mature Males contains information 

from 1966 to 1981 on the labor market activities of a natfonal sample of men 

aged 45 to 59 in 1966. Since 1971 is the first year that contains detailed 

information about employer retirement plans, only data from 1971 to 1981 are 

used. The working sa,mple consists of·workers who are, in 1971, employed full 

time in occupations other than agriculture, the armed forces, and private·· 

·household services and who have at least ten years of service. In this 

sample:; we analyze the growth in earnings between 1971 and the year of 

retirement, the year of pension eligibility, or 1981. Earnings are self-

·, reported earnings from the sample .. 

Individual-specific characteristics included in the wage growth equations 

are education, health, ·and race. Besides pension coverage and mandatory 

retirement, other job characteristics included are industry, occupation, and 

union.s Descriptive statistics for the included workers in both samples are 

presented in Table 1. The typical worker in both samples is a production 

, . . Swe assume that once individual effects are controlled for there is no 
difference in productivity growth between workers who are covered by pensions 
or mandatory retirement and those.who are not. If .coverage by these contracts 
increases expected job tenure, workers may be more willing to invest in firm
specific human capital. Therefore, it is possible that they could have more 
rapidly riSing productivity than noncovered workers. As a result, their 
earnings could grow less rapidly than their productivity but still rise more 
rapidly than the earnings of noncovered workers. This problem is somewhat 
reduced in these samples because workers are limited to long-term older 
workers who shoulcl have relatively small new investments. · 
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worker in the manufacturing sector with less than 12 years of schooling. Over 

70 p~tcent are covered by pensions and over half have jobs with mandatory 

retirement. Most of the workers covered by mandatory retirement also have 

pensiorts. Of those covered by a pension in the RHS, 66.4 percent are observed 

working after they are eligible for either full or partial pension benefits. 

Only 39 percent of' the NLS sample are observed working after eligibility. 

The earnings profiles of workers in the RHS span an average of 11 years 

between 1953 and 1974. During this time, the average change in nominal 

earnings is approximately 43.4 percent and the average change in the overall 

price level during the period that these workers are Qbs.erved is 28 percent. 

The average time span for the NLS sample is only 4.8 years. However, the 

averag~ change in earnings is 32 percent and the average change in the overall 

price level is 30 percent. 

The effects of employment contracts on earnings growth are estimated for 

the two data sets and the estimates of pensions and mandatory retirement 

coverage are shown, in Table 2. For each survey, wage growth is estimated 

across two times spans. First, earnings growth is estimated using only the 

pre-eligibility years so that none of the workers are eligbile to receive a 

pension if they stop working. The second estimates include the pre-eligibil

ity y~ars plus one post-eligibility year for those workers who work.after 

eligibility. This latter specification includes an eligibility variable that 

is predicted to be negative in t4e simple Lazear model and positive when 

pensions are formally modelled. 

Results for wage growth prior to pension eligibility in the RHS are 

presented in column (1). In this sample, production workers in the manufac• 

turing sector with less than 12 years of schooling and no pension have an 
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estimated earnings growth of 2.5 percent for each year of service. In the· 

absence of mandatory retirement provisions, the estimated effect of pensions 

on the growth rate of earnings (P*(l-MR)*~T) is .7 percent per year of 

service. Mandatory retirement with pensions or without.pensions increases the 

growth rate of earnings by 1 percent, All of the estimated pension coverage 

aI1d mandatory retirement effects are statistically significant at the 1 

percent level. 

If wages are indexed to inflation, then -y will be one. The estimated 

effect for the change in the logarithm of the consumer price index is st.atis-. 

tically less than one. The results indicate that a little.over 60 percent of 

the total change in the price level was passed on to workers in this sample. 

This suggests that 39.5 percent of the 43.4 meart change in earnings is at

tributable to inflation and 60.5 percent is the result of productivity growth. 

To assess the change in real wages, these effects should be examined together. 

Since the parameter estimate for the change in the price level is less than 

' one, estimated real wages rise by less than the 2.5 percent per year shown by 

the tenure estimate. The combined effects of price changes and productivity 

incrE!.ases predict a real wage increase of approximately 1,4 percent per year 

for an additional 11 years of service for the average worker in manufacturing 

not covered by a pension or mandatory retirement. Workers covered by pensions 

and/or mand~tory retirement are predicted to have real earnings growth of 

appt"OXimately 2.2.percent per year. These estimates are generally cortsistent 

with the rising real wages in the United States economy between 1953 and 1972; 

The results of pre-eligibility wage growth for the NLS are given in 

column (3) of Table 2. Most of the growth in nominal earnings is the result 

of changes in the overall price level. The estimated effect for the change in 
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· ' the logarithm of the corisumex- price index is. not statistically ~lfferent from· 

·one. The estimated effect.of /:J.T on earnings growthof -1.l percent is not 
·-. . . . . . ... : , :· : 

statistically 'di.£f'erent from zero. Taken together; these two estimates. 
. . ' . . ~ 

. , pi;edict declining' real wages for the NLS sample. Ag~in this is cons:lsterit 
' •' :·· 

with. the actual decline in real wages in the United States duritig this time, ' . 

.. F~om 1971• to 1981, real:wages in the nonagrieultural .Sectors of· the economy 

·declined by about 6 percent. The estimates for pensions and mandatory. retire-

merit are similar to those for the RHS. Pensions with or without mandatory 

retfrement·increase the growth rate of earnings between .6 and .8of1 

percent. However, only the mandatory retirement effect in.the absence of 

pensions is statistically significant. Earnings are .estimated to increase by 

alinost 2 percent for ea,chyear of service for wo:i;ker~ with mandatory retire-

~ent provisions ~rid no pensions . 

. To test the·. effect on earnings of working past the age of eligibility, 

the length of tlie. time span is increased in both samples to .inciude earnings 

in the. first year after a worker becom.es eligibile for full.or partial 

benefits. These results are shown in. columns (2) and (4). .The variable .P*E 

.indicates whether a covered worker has worked past the age· of pension el:igi-~· 
.. 

bility. Though not statistically significant; the results do show an increase 

Jn. earnings of betwee~ 2.4and 2.9 percent once the age of eligibility ls 

re.ached. 
·',· 

Turning to the .:individual and industry effects shoWri in Table 3; we see •. 

that for workers in the RHS, ·.individual characteristics have a statistically 

s.ignificartt effect ~rt earnings growth. Health, both recent: and long7term, . 
'.:' . : . . . 

: . . . 

lowers. the' growth i:h earnings. 
. . . . . 

Health limitations that'havee~istedfor more 

than five ·years have less ef:fect than more recent ones. ·The estimated growth. 

!. 
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rate of earnings for nonwhite workers is about 1 percent more than that of 

white workers. Earnings for professional workers are estimated to grow about 

one half of 1 petceht more than production workers. Goverritfient workers are 

also estimated to have higher earnings growth. As well, there appear to be. 

·significant differences in growth rates across industries. In all industries 

except trade, growth rates exceed that of manufacturing. In the NLS . sample,. 

the estimated. individual effects are not statistically significant. Only 

industry and occupation have statistically significant effects on wage growth. 

Workers who are covered by mandatory retirement but are not pension 

participants comprise a small subset of people in both samples (6 percent of 

the RHS and 9 percent of the NLS). They tend to be older ·production workers 

and have an average of approximately 30 years of job tenure. Over 70 percent 

of these workers have less than 12 years of schooling, over half are in the 

transportation industry, and over 55 percent have collectively bargained 

wages; Estimates from both samples show that these.workers have significantly 

higher earnings growth. This result supports the Lazear conjecture that man

datory retirement serves as a proxy for implicit contracts and increases the 

growth of earnings relative to the grqwth of productivity. 

·In a recent paper,.Hutchens (1987) concluded that workers in the NLS with 

jobs characterized by repetitive tasks tend not to be covered by pensions or 

mandatory retirement. He argued that repetitive jobs are more easily moni

tored and hence will be less likely to have mandatory retirement or pension 

cov~rage. The characteristics of workers in the NLS who we find to be covered 

only by mandatory retirement are characteristics that Hutchens associated with 

a greater likelihood of having repetitive jobs. Thus our finding that these 

are workers with mandatory retirement and high wage growth contradicts 
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Hutchens'. conclusions concerning these workers. 

The preceding results provide evidence for the existence of implicit 

long-run labor contracts. The finding that earnings grow more rapidly for 

workers covered by pensions directly contradicts the predictions from the 

legal method of calculating pension wealth and supports the predictions from 

both the projected earnings method and the Lazear model. However the evidence 

that earnings increase after pension eligibility is consistent with a model 

that formally models the pension contract. Therefore, even though the growth 

of wages exceeds the growth of productivity, in terms of total compensation, 

older workers are not earning more than their productivity. ' 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

I 

This analysis of earnings histories indicates that employment contract~ 
. '1 

can and do alter the earnings profiles of workers in predictable ways. Pribr 
i 

to eligibility, pensions increase the rate of growth of earnings. Th .. 1 

ere is an 

' additional increase in earnings when workers continue working past the early 

or normal retirement age. These results are consistent with the projected I 

earnings method of calculating pension liabilities and contradict the predi~
tions of the legal method of calculat~ng pension wealth prior to the age of I 

eligibility. Mandatory retirement provisions also seem to have an independent 

effect on the growth of earnings. This provides further evidence for implicit 

lifetime contracts. 

The use of the projected earnings method of calculating pension liabili-

ties has important implications for the cost of employment termination and 

labor mobility. Using pension compensation based <>n projected earnings allows 



firms to penalize early quitters and to protect against workers shirking on 

the job, Since the workers are paying for more pension wealth than will 

ultimately be received if employment with the firm is terminated, there are 

greater incentives for them not to leave voluntarily and not to shirk on the 

job. 

25 
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Figure 1. Earnings and Productivity: Lazear Contracting Model 
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Figure 2. Productivity, Earnings and Pension Compensation: Legal Method 
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Figure 3~ . Productivity, Earnings, and Pensi()~ Compen1ati0n: Projected Earningll· 
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Figure 4. Employment Contracts and Legal Pension Compensation 
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.Table 1. Variable Definitit>ns and DescriptiveStatisticsa 

Variable 

.Age. 

ftductitfoti 

RHS 
Sample Mean 

60.233 
(l.667) 

lM. l {le.ss than 12 yrs) 
Ed .. 2 {12 - 15 yrs) 

0.593 
0.310 
0.097 
0.084 

.Ed.3 (16 yrs+) · 
Nonwhite · 

. Health Limitation 
Recent (less.5 yrs) 
Long-term (5 yrs +) 

Occupation 
Professional 
Clerical 
Production 

Industry 
Mining & Construction 
Mamifac turing 
Transportation 

···Trade 
Finance, Insurance, 

·· .. '. &>Real Estate 
, Services · 
:Public.Administration 

Union 
Government Worker 
Pension Coverage Only 
Pension & Mandatory. 

Retirement 
Mandatory Retirement Only 
Work After Eligibilityb 

Final Tenure 

Change· in Tenure 

Change in Log Earnings 
· .. · ... · 

Chang~ tn Log CPI 

0.094 
0.096. 

0.236 
0.109. 
0.655 

0.084 
0.445 
0.139 
0.101 

0.045 
0.114 
0.073 

0.176 
0.215 . 

0.511 
0.064 
0.664 

27 .055 
(9.865) 

11.262 
(5.420) 

0.434 
(0.403) 

0.279 
(0.128) 

Sample Size . 1. 666 
·. astandard errors are in parentheses . 

. bincludes only workers covered by pensions .. 

NLS 
Sample.Mean 

54,472 
(3.554) 

0.592 
0.305· 
0.102 
0.315 

0.123 
0.094 

0.206 
0.108 
0.686 

0'.071 
. 0.449 

0.167 
0.090 

0.032 
0.096 
o~o96 

0.512 
0.215 
0.175 

0.540 
0.093 
0.390 

26.706 
(7.631) 

4. 771 
(2. 562) 

0.321 
(0.435) 

0.297 
(0.207) 
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table2. The Effects of Pensions and Mandatory Retirement on Wage Growth 

RHS NLS 
Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Ifit~fci!pt 0.001 -0.051 0.048 -0. 001 
(0.028) (0.037) (0~062) (0.056) 

Change iri. Log.CPI 0.614*** o. 683**·* 1.116* 0.847 
(0.128) (0.153) (O •. 630) (0.555) .·. 

AT 0.025*** 0.025*** -0 .011 0.012 
(0.005) (0.025) (0.052) (0.045) 

P*(l-MR)*AT 0.007*** 0.006*** 0.008 0.003 
(0.002) (0.002) (0.007) (0.006) 

P*MR*AT 0.010*** 0.009*** 0.006 0.006 
(0.002) (0.002) ·co.006) (0.005) 

(F-P)*MR*AT 0.010*** 0.010*** 0.016** 0.014* 
(0.004) (0.004) (0.008) .(0.008) 

P')fE ,'· ·:·:.--. 0.024 0.029 
(0.024) (0.025) 

R2 0.298 0.308 0.500 0.522 

p 0.842 0.919 0.912 0.924 
(0.073) (0. OS.2) (0.121) (0.110) 

sample Size 1,284. 1,328 436 515 

astatistical significance levels for the.test that the parameter is zero 
are denoted by* for .10 level, ** for .05 level, and*** for .01 level.· 

.. ·:· 
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. Table 3. Individual and Industry Effects on Wage Growtha 

RHS 
Variable (1) 

Recent health -0.075** 
Limitation (0.034) 

Long-term health ~0.007*** 

·Limitation (0.002) 

Ed. 2 0.001 
(0.002) 

Ed. 3 0.002 
(0.003) 

Nonwhite 0.011*** 
(0.003) 

Professional 0.005** 
(0.002) 

Clerical -0.001 
(0. 003) 

Government 0.009* 

Union 

Mining & 
Construction 

Transportation 

Trade 

(0.005) 

0.005* 
(0.003) 

0.011*** 
(0.003) 

-0.006** 
0.003 

Finance; Insurance, 0.007** 
& Real Estate (0.003) 

·· Services 0.004 
(0.003) 

(2) 

-0.08l*** 
(0.033) 

-0.009*** 
(0.002) 

0.001 
(0.002) 

0.000 
(0.003) 

0.009*** 
(0.003) 

0.003* 
(0.002) 

-0.003 
(0.002) 

0.015*** 
(0.005) 

0.005* 
(0.003) 

0.008*** 
(0.002) 

-0.004 
(0.002) 

0.008*** 
(0.003) 

0.004 
(0.003) 

(3) 

0.012 
(0.046) 

-0.003 
(0.006) 

0.004 
(0.005) 

-0.004 
(0.007) 

-0.001 
(0.004) 

-0.001 
(0.006) 

-0.014** 
(0.006) 

0.011* 
(0.006) 

-0.001 
(0.005) 

-0. 016** 
(0. 007) 

-0.001 
(0.005) 

0.004 
(0.007) 

-0.028*** 
(0. 011) 

-0.024*** 
(0.008) 

NLS 
(4) 

0.045 
(0.039) 

-0.003 
(0.005) 

0.003 
(0.004) 

-0.002 
(0.006) 

-0.001 
(0.004) 

0.004 
(0.005) 

-0.011* 
(0. 006) 

0. 011** 
(0.006) 

0.000 
(0.004) 

-0.014** 
(0.007) 

0.001 
(0.005) 

0.002 
(0.006) 

-0.027*** 
(0.010) 

-0.024*** 
(0.007) 

Public 0.003 0.016** -0.001 -0.007 
··Administration (0.009) C0.008) (0.010) (0.008) 

aExcept for recent health limitation; all variables are interacted with ~T. 
Statistical significance levels for the test that the parameter is zero are 

·denoted by * for .10 level, ** for .05 level, and *** for .01 level. 
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